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We feel certain that the Sol'iets did not have a Stealth program in the
1970s-a program that uses both body shaping and radar-absorptive
materials to attain a true low-observable aircraft or any other platform.
Because of the obvioiJs high US interest in this area, the Soviets probzbly
began an intensified research effort in the early 1980s which rnay have led
to a developmental program now under way. Such a program could be well
along before we become aware of it.
For the last 20 years the Soviets have used-with modest success-radarabsorptive materials or paint on submarines, reentry vehicles, aircraft, and
possibly on sp?cecraft and ground vehicles. Their results are not comparable to the best US work, but the Soviet work has continued to improve in
both quantity and quality. Given the attention to Stealth in the United
States, Soviet application probably will become more widespread in the
future. Most certainly, the Soviets will be highly motivated to assess US
achievements in radar cross section reduction to improve their own
position. An analysis of Soviets' open literature indir.ates that their
understanding of the theory of radar cross section reduction is comparable
to that in the United States.
A number of Western countries also have begun programs to reduce
aircraft radar cross ~cctions. As the technology becomes more widespread.
technology transfer to the Soviets could begin to play a significant role in
enhancing their work.

r
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The Soviets probably will deploy in this decade some retrofitted ~ircraft
and cruise mi~silcs whose radar cross sections in the for.,.ard sector will
have been reduced by a factor of I 0. Such programs would primarily
involve the application of radar-absorptive materials to exi>ting platforms.
The cross sections of bombers could be reduced in this manner to about I
square meter: those of fighter aircraft could be reduced to a fraction of a
square meter; and those of cruise missiles could be reduced to less than
one-hundredth of a square meter. In some tactical engagements. such
reduction~ would provide a significant advantage. Retrofitted aircraft or
cruise missiles would be difftcult to detect visually because there would be
very little change in their external appearance
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Radar cross section reduction C
::/ may be P<issible by
using body shaping in addition to radar-absorptive materials. We are not
certain, however, if the Soviets can produce such aircraft or cruise missiles,
particularly in large numbers. If they have such a program under way now,
it is probably in the very early stages, and deployment probably would not
occur until the 1990s because de·1elopment of new systems requires about a

decade.
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Soviet Work on Radar
Cross Section Reduction
Applicable to a Future
Stealtb Program
Introduction
The radar cross section (RCS) of any object is a
measure of how much energy it reflects when illuminated by a radar. The amount of energy reflected is
determined by the size, shape, and material CIJmposition of the target, as well as the radar frequency,
polarization, and direction of observation. The RCS
value is usually expressed in units of area (square
meters) or its equivalent in decibels per square meters
(dBsm). This concept is applicable to most platforms:
aircraft, helicopters, missiles, reentry vehicles, satellites, ships, remotely :.:Ioted vehicles, tanks. and
trucks. Ships may have RCS valuc-s of approximately
I 0,000 square meters (40 dBsm), and aircraft range
typically from 10 square meters (10 dBsm) to ! ,000
square meters (30 dBsm). Cruise missile RCS values
are considerably smaller-typically .01 square meter
(- 20 dBsm) to 10 square meters (10 dBsm)
RCS reductions by an order of magnitude or more
often can tie achieved over limited observation angles
by retrofitting existing vehicles with radar-absorptive
materials (see appendix). Greater improvements can
be achieved with totally new designs which include
body shaping as well as application of radar-absorptive materials. Such improvements require extensive
research and development {R&D) efforts.
The smaller the RCS, the more difficult it is for the
radar to detect the target. This is particularly true for
low-altitude targets, because the radar must detect
the relatively small target return in the presence of
the much larger return from the ground clutter. In
many current air defense situations, the radar return
from the ground clutter greatly exceeds the return
from the target, thus taxing to the limit the signal
processing that rejects clutter. If the RCS of an
aircraft or a missile is reduced sufficiently, the ordi·
nary radar will be incapable of seeing it in the
presence of the ground clutter

•

In addition, reduced RCS in aircraft can allow the use
of some electronic jamming techniques that would not
be feasible'with normal target returns. Self-protection
jammers carried on bombers are limited by the
maximum pewer they can emit. Because these
jammer~ must compete with the strength of the radar
energy reflected from the body of the aircraft,
jammer Jl<)wer ear. t;.e reduced if the aircraft RCS is
reduced. Such jammers with realizable power levels
ean then mask the actual radar signal reflected from
the body of the aircraft and spaof the radar by
providing false pesition information

In both of these examples, aircraft survivability is
increased.

Soviet Radar Cross Section Teclmology

Theoretical Base
Open literature has indieatetl that the Sovie!.S have a
thorough understanding of those aspects of electromagnetic theory that are required to analyz:e and
predict RCS. Literature dealing with theory and
mathematical concepts generally reflects original
Soviet work, but literature dealing with applications
of the concepts is primarily from Western sources. It
is also apparent that there are more researchers in this
field in the Soviet Union than in the UnitecLStates.
Some of the Soviet books examine in great detail very
narrow topics almost academic in nature
The Soviet open literature contains hundreds of arti·
des on electromagnetic theory applicable to analyzing
and designing low RCS shapes although RCS reduction is rare!!' mentioned explicitly. The subjects discussed in the articles include waveguides, cones.
cylinders, edges, gratings, lossy layers, impedance

'.
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surfaces. anisotropic crystals, apertures in planar sur·
faces. and nonradiatin& modes in structures. At least
~<>me of the work probably was motivated by the
desire to bet!cr understand and control the RCS of
various platforms. The latest Soviet book on the
Geometric Theory of Diffraction (GTD) presents :1ll
of the GTD theory in a coherent fa_ftion in one.
publication. GTD is the theory describing how cleclromagne•ic energy diffracts around edges and cor·
ners. This theory is one of the keys to understanding
how much radar energy is reflected from complex
objects such liS aircraft.
The general Soviet understanding is also festered
through the All-Union Symrosia, which arc held
regularly every few years. The Soviet theoretical work
presented in these conferences is at least comparable
in quality to the Western work in most areas.
In addition to doing good quality research of their
own. the Soviets clearly study all US open literature.
They reference the works of prominent US research·
crs in their :JUblications, translate US professional
journals. and attend US professional conferences. For
example. in 1965 in the United States, a 1.138-page
spcci::.l issue on radar reflectivity was published at an
unclassified lc>·eL Within one year. it was fully trans·
Ia ted by the Soviets for their owr; usc
Measurement Capability
Although many advances have been made during the
pJst 20 years in the the0retical approach to determining RCS values, measurements must still be made by
all who work in the area to validate the analytic
models. The Soviets published a book more than 10
years ago that indicated they undemand the fundamentals of RCS measurements. The book reviews
diffraction. modeling. various range configurations.
parasitic scauerlng, rncasurcrncn( errors. and ins.tru·
mentation--again bmrowinr hen vii:-- fn·.. n I IS
suurccs. Yo dale. we have idr:ntifici C.
C
:Zrhrcc outdoor RCS measurement range!
C
':J There arc proba·
bly a number of indoor ran~,;<;>';..
1J that would be
suita blc for making measurement' of scale models.
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..,In the Unttca
States, targets to be measurcd'"li'te usually placed
columns whose RCS have been reduced to the mini·
mum by shaping and treatment with radar-absor:Hivc
materials. At the Lime thcC :Jrangc was designed.
the Soviets probably could acmeve smaller returns
from)1onmetallic cables than from shaped columns.
However, a very l;ugc outdoor suspension system.
being unable to precisely control the azimuth of the
targets. will limit Soviet diagnostic capability and.
therefore. ::~ffcct any efforts to achieve vcrv !ow cross
sections.
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Mcnsuremcn!s could be made al"lhts test
range at all fr~ucncies--<Jp!ical, infrared. ar:d microwave-to determine !he effeccivcnc.~s
variou,: paints
and coatings. The facilicy also could be used to
develop synthetic aperture r.Jus in which high rc~o
lucion is achieved through si8flal proccssine of observations taken from different angle!

or

Materials
Much of the Soviet work in composite materials is
probably motivated by applicacions other than RCS
reduction. Their strength. lightne~s. and rigidity make
them suitable for many struccural aerospace applications. However. when composites are combined into
layers of thin absorptive sheets. the resultant struct~rc
can minimize the reflection of clcc<romacnctic
energy
The Soviet prc1gram for composite:< involves thousamh
:J data indic·atc
thai Soviet n:~c;~rch work in fibers :wd rn.:till m<~triccs
i, rrobuhly comrarablc 10 that in the United St:ttcs.
Their fiber work has cmph:L<i7.cd :tramid. boron. and

nf scientists and engineer·: t

t!r~tphftt.: (ibcrs. hu1

'\tlfllC

work also h;!'- U<:cn done

011

carb<.ln mx:rs. The Soviets have studied at lt:i!_ll60
different material combinations. with cmrnasis on
composites based on aluminum, magnesium. titanium,
copper, and nickel. Their technology base in com(Xl:l.·
ices probably is adequate to support the production of
an all-<:ampositc aircraft in the·J990s. Such an uircraft, with proper shaping, has the potential of producing very low RCS.
The Soviets already have a good understanding of
mMc conventional ferrite-based radar-absorbing materials as is evidenced by a recxntly published book on
the subject. The knowledge expressed in an earlier
book on clastic magnetic materials would be u~eful in
dcvelopinc flexible radar-absorptive macerials for covering the platform structure.
Paint can also serve as the medium containing radarabsorptive material. The paint usually contains small
fcrrice particles which act as small magnets that tend
co realign themselves with !he oscillating elcccromagnctie field, thus absorbing the energy and convening
it to heat. Soviet open literature indicates that the
S•;viets have the capability to prepare solid iron oxides
(fcrritcs) and mix them Into various polymeric resins.
such as epoxys and plastics. to produce radar-absorbing paincs. The thickness of the material will determine the frequency band at which absorption will be
maximized. We do not believe that the Soviets have
fielded ground force vehicles painted with radarabsorbing paint, but their technology i~ mature
enough to support such applications in the btc 19ROs.
They have applied radar-absorbing paint to aircraft in
the past. but only with limited success. We arc
uncertain of the effectiveness o( the Soviet paint.

Transfer of Technology
The United Stale.< i~ no longer !he only \Vc~tcrn
cnuntr~· inccrcstcd in reducing the RCS of ;lircra(L t\>
:>imilar work builds up in other countrtc~. the tcchn(•l·
«I!Y will proliferate. makinc technology trJn~fcr h>lh<·.
Sevier union more likely. Some examples [
;{
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wtoc tntcrest
raaar-all~orpavt mzt:::.:ici!: ·
applications follow:
• An anechoic ehnmber for makinc indoor RCS
measurements. built in 1978 for the Avions Marcel
Oassault-Brecuet. France. is now bein~r used to
reduce the: RCS of a Mirage-class fighter.

I,

Polish researchers· at the Wroclaw Technicc~:..,
versity have completed theoretiC:JI work ir. paint
which absorbs electromagnetic waves and nO~'' uc
paint~.

. ::I I• li ·,ot. ..... , , . . ~: c: :. ,::.
:--J on r:·~2 tc ..
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tiveness ol thts pamt ts unkno·•.,r..
• Bulgarian researchers at the Unil·c~~'··
were measuring va riou~ r;; J;, ... ,, :c: :.·.
in the early 1970s. This work was ;>robaoly ;o.- · i: ~
development of attenuators to be used in microwave
circuitry.
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data indicate that to improve their capability rn carbon/carbon composites, the Soviets havr
exploited Western li:crature and conferences, invited \lv'cstern experts on lecture tours, and purchased
hot isostatic presses from Sweden. France. and the
United States.

S. Ye. Salibckov noted at the I 972 Ali·Unton '
Conference on Composite Materials that a review .1!'
US literature cl'JCcrning fiberjmatr1x intcracrinns
in metal matrix composites had led to" Sov1ct
program on applying nickel coatings on graohit~
fibers for graphite/aluminum composites.

Appllcalio,ns

Submarines
The Soviets have been interested in the applic~tion of
radar-absorptive matcnals to subrnar<nt:s lor lllOI'C
than )0 years. Their work has included 1hc followin!::

..J the

Krylov Central Scicnt1fic Research l"'titutc of the
Shipbuilding lndustr)· was c:nnductine rcscilrch 011
1adar-ab;;orptivc coat1ng;; for sub01:1rincs 111 the
c:trly 1960,. The work was to determine the opti·
rnum cumbm~tion;;; of rubber. C!KIX)', cvlton-gb::.~.
and tnica l:tycrs fur clcctromagncflc 0ntl ~CtHIStlc
,lb~d,Jrpliun_

Reentry Vehicles
.
. ., .,
The Soviets also have long been intcrcs:cd "' rcducmg
the RCS of reentry vehicles·
/
.-<'-=~
----~,4thc lnsti· \

y

While the Stealth publicity in the L;nited States hus
been concerned with only aitcraft. the technology .1nd
concepts can be applied to many different platform:>.
Indeed. the Soviets have altcmptcd to reduce the RCS
of several different kinds. althoueh with only limited
success to date
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collaborated
\
with Institute 108. Moscow. till the rt:ducllon of RV i
cross scctron,. The 3[1proach ~<"Js w crc;~tc Jrtificial i,
ionilalion in !he upper ionosphere b~ tluo,,·ing
\
sodium out of the RV: the >odiu111 "·1> to rc:~ll w1th .

. the oxygen present in the iono<.phcrc 10 crc;Hc :1n

i
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Aircraft
There have been numerous reported examples during
the pas• 20 years of Soviet attempts to apply radar·
absorptive paint to aircraft, but we see no evidence or
a continuing program or of deployment of large
numbers of such aircraft. Similarly, there are indica·
lions of interest in th~ usc of composites for RCS
reduction but no evidence of deployment:

Two f-14 night crews intercepted two Soviet Bear
aircraft in 1979 which were painted dark gray. had
no visible identification numbers painted on the
fuscla[!c. and produced smaller-than-normal nular
return~. The cause of the reduced radar returns
rcma ins uncertain:

-

T he Soviet aircraft currently in development have no
outward signs of ~CS reduction, but we believe some
of them will have features that will significantly
reduce their RCS. This is true for the SU-27
and M IG-29
for example. which
strong,y resemble US atrcraft of contemporary de~ign
such as the F-15 and F·l6. i'he same applies to the
latest Soviet bomber, the Blackjack. which seems to
be a scal-:d-up version of the B-1. Another aircraft
current!y under development
is
a high-altitude. long-endurance: vehicle similar to the
U·2. None of these aircraft exhibit any evidence of
the ground-up configuration Jesign ne<=cssary to

C,

:J
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c·

[ ' " ' >h< mi•im"m RCSC
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Although the Soviet RCS reduction technology is not
comparable to the best US work, the quality and
quantity of Soviet work over the past 20 years hav!::
been increasing. And some of the aircraft noted above
now in testing probably will incorporate some techniques that would reduce the RCS value by an order
of magnitude in the forward >ector. These aircraft
could include such features as conducting wind~hiclds
to reflect the incident radar energy, engine inlet~ th~t
are curved and/or lined with radar-absorbing material. conducting band-pass radomes. and canted and
lined bulkheads. All of these techniques have been
discussed in US open literature, and the Soviet understanding of materials and elcctromagnctics is adc·
quate to support the implementation of such !cchn1('1H~""t:'

C

Such methods of reduction probably will be incorpo·
rated in some operational Soviet aircrafr af:cr the
mid-19li0s. Because it typically takes the Soviets
about !0 years to develop a new aircl'l!1i. the bomber
with the smallest RCS expected to be a threat to the
United Stales in this decade probably will be a
Blackjack. It may incorporate the RCS reduction
features just mentioned. The figure shows the upper
and lower bounds of our estimates of the reduced
Blackjack RCS at X-band (8 to 10 OHzl frequendcs.
The actual smoothed value at any azimuth angle will
probably be between these bounds. The values will
increase as frequency decreases. For some azimuth
angles the cross section of the bomber C<Juld N:: a~
little as I square meter. After a similar retrofitting,
the cross section of a fighter 1ircrart could be a
fraction of a square meter.
Radically new Soviet aerodynamic designs that would
incorporate extensive use of radar-absorptive materi·
als could be operational in the 1990s and have cross
sections reduced by another order of magnitude.
Whether the Soviets choo~c to develop new aircraft
from the ground up to minimize the radar cross
section and therefore incur aerodynamic penalties will
depend on their perception of their requirement5.

Reduced Blackjack Radar Cross Section,
(8-10 GHz}

H.CS fn•·t

tu'

Ill'

Cruise Missiles
Reducin~ the cross sections of cruise missiles is one of
the more atlractivc applications b«ause of their
inherently small size and relatively simple shape. The
smallest Soviet cruise missiles, such as the SS-NX-21.
ror cnmple, could probably [)e retrofitted' IO reduce
the cross section from less than one-tenth to less than
one-hundredth of a square meter in the forward sector
and thus improve their survivability. Work probably is
under way to reduce cross sections of cruise missiles,
thus making them ready for'dc:ployment in this
decade.

...

HI
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Ground Vehicles
"\
An eltamination of ' .J revealed little
evidence of the Soviets· attempt to reduce RCS in
ground vehicles. However, work is probably under
way to measure the signature of ground vehicles(
C
This Soviet activity could support wide·
'~" spread use of radar-absorbing paint before the end of
the decade. We are uncertain of the paint's effective·
ness, however. because it would depend upon the
tactical situation, the vehicles, and the 1<"-t::hnieal
charact.eristics of sensors observing the vehicles.
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Appendix

Low Radar Cross Section
Technology: A Tutorial
This appcndixC:

"J

·

c· ::/will focus on aerooynamtc targets. vut most of
tne principles of RCS reduction are general and could
be applied to other targets as well.

RCS RcdudioD
The RCS of any radar target can be reduced passively
in two basic ways: incorporate surface shapes which
mlnimize the reflection back in the direction of the
radar or utilize special materials to absorb the electromagnetic energy incident on the target.

C

[
Body Shaping. The shaping approach can best be
understood by considering the radar wavelength in
relation to the target dimensions. The frequcm:y of a
typical fire-control radar is about 10 GHz, which
produces wavelengths of about 3 centimeters. Most
aircra(t dimensions are much larger than this, and the
reflection can be viewed as an optical phenomenon.
Most of the incident energy will be reflected from the
ain;raft surfaces like a light beam. and the hugest
returns will come from surfaces that are perpendicular to the incident energy. This reflection is calkd
specular. A cylinder will produce a specular return
along its entire length when viewed from the side. A
sphere will have a specular return from one spot,
independent :>fits orientation. Some nonspecular rc·
flection also occurs since the radar wavelength is
actually not that of light, but this contribution is
much smaller than specular reflection in most cases.
Nom;pecular reflection becomes a significant contrib·
utor to the total reflected power only after the
specular returns have been eliminated. One way to
reduce the amount of energy reflected back to t)1e
radar is to shape the surface so that the energy is
reflected away from the radar. Fnr example. if thc
nose of a mi~sile is made rointed instead of round. the

amount of energy reflected from it when seen from
the: front will be reduced considerably. Similarly, if
the: underside of an aircraft could be made perfectly
flat. a.ground·based radar looking up at the aircraft
would see in effect only a very small RCS target.
because most of the energy would be reflected away
from it. In both examples, the incident energy has
been redirected by the target shape in some direction
uway from the radar. For some targets, thue may be
aspect angles for which it is simply not feasible to
redirect the energy. For examole, when viewed !rom
the side, the RCS of current-generation cruise missiles is very difficult to reduce.
The principal difficulty is that most shapes that
minil"ize the radar return incur some aerodynamic
penalties such as reduced stability, range, and maneuverability. The derivation of aircraft or missile designs, which minimizes the radar return while maintaining acceptable aerodynamic performance, is a new
R&D area. Even more capable control systems will
p~obably be needed to compensate for instabilities in
low RCS designs. Baffle arrangements and mesh
screens can be used to hide the engine intakes-a
major contributor to the total reflection-from the
radar while still allowing air to pass through; however.
these techniques can cause a major reduction in
engine power. Engine inlels can be curved, at the
expense of reduced air flow, to reduce the radar
reflections from the inlet inside walls and the engine.
lnlc:ts can also \:>e recessed inside the fuselage to bide
the opening from the radar. They can be placed above
the wing to reduce the RCS signature when viewed
from below and below the wing when viewed from
above. Another technique is nonplanar inlet face
sharing. To reduce the RCS of engine noz.z.les. several
approaches arc being considered: two-dimensional
nm:zlcs: high-aspect ratio no1..zles: ejector noz1.les: and
nor.zlcfairframe integration. which will provide partial shielding of the openinl!

8cCore RCS reduction techniques can b~ integrated
into practical aircraft designs, intensive analytical/
scmiempirical test studies will have to be performed
by the Soviets to r.onsider the interactive: effects of
different observable signatures, not only on each other
but also on aerodynamics, propulsion, configuration,
and structure. Viable trades can then be established
during the vehicle design process. The promising
aircraft configurations must then be comprehensively
lested to validate preliminary data estimates, isolate
and identify the RCS contributors, and refine the
designs to further reduce the signature levels. Unprec·
edented cooperation between experts in aerodynamics
and electromagnetics will be required, because: much
of the theoretical work has occurred in the academic
arena. Further work will include the development of
new c.omputer codes, wind tunnel and RCS mcasurrmc:nts, and extensive fligl~ testing.

Absorbing Materials. The second print:ipal way to
reduce RCS is to utilize radar-absorbing material
!RAM). Some of the materials which could be used in
RAM are graphite fibers. graphite/epoxy comrosites.
fc-rrites, Kevlar material, rubber, elastomers. and
plastics. The materials can be in the (<orm of inks.
sheets, honeycombs, dielectric single-core sandwiches,
multilayer cores, magnetic core laminates, and hybrid
sandwiches. Magnetic powders in the form of flakes.
microspheres, and chopped wire rod can be loaded
into silicone rubber and/or epoxy. High dielectric
constant and magnetic fillers can be added to polymide-based graphite/carbon resistive inks. The inks
or coatings can then be placed on kapton film and
glass/phenolic honeycomb. Some of these materials
can be made readily in small quantities, but largequantity production may require new technologies.
Improved fabrication techniques and method~ of
bonding these materials to aircraft structures are also
needed. Radar-absorptive materials can be applied to
metal surfaces in those locations where the majority
of the rcnected signals arc produced or they may be
used as actual radar-absorbing structures (RAS). The
usc of absorbing composite materials for int~gral
structural applications has the potential to improve
~trcngth-to-wcight ratios in addition to reducing radar
sign;rtures. Much work is still required lo verify the
fc;rsibility of manufacturing typical composite RAS
aircrafl or missile sections and to verify the nrcdictcd
performance.

f:ngine inlets and exhaust nozzles of jc; aircraft arc
large cuntributors to the totltl rcncction when viewed
frum the front or from the rear, respectively. Sharp
leading edges or the inlets act as linear radiatorrand
the infer duct may act as a low-attenuation waveguide. The resulting standing waves and edge-dif·
fracted fields can produce strong reflected fields. To
date, many methods of inlet RCS reduction have
resulted in' only limited RCS reduction and/or significant performance loss. If RAM i5 applied to the
engine cowling lips and the inside of the inlets, the
c!cctromagnetic energy will be absorbed as it is
reflected inside the inlet, and the amount that is
renectcd back to the radar will be greatly altenuatcd.
The principal difficulty with this approach is that
most materials that are good absorbers of electrom:.g·
netic energy cannot withstand the very high temperatures of engine 'inlets or exhausts. The radar-absorbing materials presently available do not have the
combination of mechanical and electrical properties
required for integral structural design and high temperature applications. Encapsulation of temperature·
sensitive magnetic particles in insulating binders is
one approach to resolving this problem. Single-ramp,
two-dimensional exhaust systems have significantly
mwc potential for RCS reduction than round noZT.Ies.
An argument against the use of two-dimensional
exhaust systems has been the increased weight of such
systems, but current developments in carbon-carbon
composite technology arc expected to provide lighter
weight structural materials
:-.<ew microwavc-ab;orbing materials, material combi·
nations. and structural mechanical concepts must be
developed for application to future r.1ilitary aircraft.
.Vlost RAM i$ either too heavy to apply over the cniire
"ircraft or i~ effective: only over a limited band of
radar frequencies. Therefore. more R&D is needed to
r~tlucc the weight and increase the bandwidth of
RA;-..1 for aircraft applications. Radar-absorptive
paint !RAP), which can also be relatively hca''}". could
be ;~pplied to tanks without appreciably increasing the
Iota I weight. RAP would not be practical for most
aircraft application5
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Other, more specific techniques can reduce the RCS

of aircraft. These techniques can be considered us
special cases of the aforementioned generic body
>haping and materials application approaches. Canopies and windshields. which are transparent at optic;~ I
frequencies but which are reflective at microwave
frequencies, can be used to reduce the radar relle<:tion
from the inside of the cockpit. For most aircraft,
cockpits are a major contribution to the total reflected
power because they contain many flat surfaces. Me·
taflic radomes can be designed in principle which will
be transparent c·t only one frequency, thus concealing
the radar antenna from observation at all frequencies
except its own. Most avionics antennas, puticularly
radar dishes, increase the aircraft RCS when viewed
from the front. A simple expedient may be simply to
cover the antenna bulkhead with absorbing material
and to cant the radar antenna away from an observing
threat radar. This may be a particularly effective
approach for phased-array antenn:ts
Sometimes RAM is incorporated in aircraft to improve avionics antenna performance. not to reduce the
RCS of the aircraft. RAM in the bottom of an
airborne interceptor radome will reduce the down·
ward-looking antenna sidelobes, thus reducing the
ground clutter and, therefore. improving the overall
performance of the airborne intercept radar. Radarabsorptive materials could also be used around recessed airborne jammer ante11nas to improve their
radiation patten:

R0J Calculations
The two principal ways of obtaining the RCS of a
given target are to calculate it analytically or to
measure the actual vehicle or a scale model of it.
Exact theoretical solutions .for RCS have been developed for only a few simple shapes--spheres. ogivcs.
and elipsoids. The usual approach to calculating the
reflected radar power from a complex ~hape such as
an aircraft is to first break it down to the basic shapes
for which solutions ~ist. calculate the reflection from
each of the simple sh!lpes separately, and then proper·
ly add the results. Computer t:odct allow one to input
entire complex bodies such as aircraft using threeview drawings into the computer. which then carries
out the necessary calculations. One of the most widely

II

•Jscd m:llhcmaticaltools is the GTD. Diffra..:ricm
.:odficicnts are used to calculate how mm.:h of th.:
ncidcnt radar energy is difrractcd around edges. und
:tnalytic models of creeping and traveling ~es arc
Jsed to calculate how much energy propagates along
the surfaces. In the theoretical area. much more work
needs to be done to improve the modeling of cavities
~uch as engine inlets. engine exhaust noT.zlcs. and
cockpits. Many of the computer codes producing the:
most accurate results also ,equire inordinate run
times, and more work is needed to improve their
efficiency as well as accuracy. Of particular impor·
lance is the accuracy of modeling such radomc
appendages as strakes, Pitot tubes, and li~z:htning
protection schemes

If the radar wavelength becomes a significant fraction
of the target body-as would be the case o( il I 50megahertz {M Hzl «2-metcr wavelength! radar observing a cruise missilc-{)!)tical methods, such a:; GTD.
break down and other approaches must be used. One
method is to model the target using a large number of
conducting elements to outline the tar~;tel, solve for the
current~ in the elements, and then calculate the net
field reradiated by the currents. This approach is
sometimes rr.ferred to as the Moment Method. One
recent advance, which is showing considerable promise, is the modeling of complex surfaces using small.
curved patches and calculating the field radiated by
all of the patches. The analytically derived result~
1na~· agree with actual values to better than 6 dB. that
is. a factor of 4. Development of good analytic
modeling tools that can predict the RCS \'alues
reliably is a key requirement to the development of
new low RCS aerodynamic designs·
RCS Measurements
For high confidence, measurement~ arc still needed.
particularly for new aerodynamic shapes. Measure·
mcnts can be static or dynamic; each has its advan·
tagcs and disadvantages. In static measurements. the
target is either supported on a pole having an RCS
that has been minimized or suspended from some
structure using nonmetallic lines. A c;:;librated radar
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is then used to measure
strength of the reflected
energy as a function of the aspect angle, as the targer
is rotated. The reflections from the pole or the line.~
arc reduced as much as possible to minimize the
contributions to the reOection from the target itself.
But some reflections from the target support always
remain. Their presence would become particularly
significant when mea~uring physically Yery large, but
low RCS targets because a heavy support structure
would be needed, and reflections from such structures
can be significant. The pole mounting can provide
very accurate position control.
Sometimes it is not practical to measure an actual
aircraft because of its size, weight. or unavailability.
In that case, a model reduced in size can be used
instead. providing the wavelength of the calibrated
instrumentation radar is reduced proportionately.
Measurements using scale models have several limitations. Models often cannot reproduce accurately all of
the RCS contributors of an actual aircraft such as
coolina pons, avionics antennas, and hinged control
surfaces. Also, it is not possible to measure accurately
the effects of any RAM application since the material
properties do not scale linearly with frequency.

Fer ir,creascd security, the static tests (0uld be per·
formed outdoors at night or indoors in anechoic
chambers. Dynamic tests could be performed in ex·
trcmcly remote locations or at night.
RCS Enhancement
Sometimes efforts are made to actually' incrca~c the
RCS. This can be accomplished by adding lun~bcrg
len>e$ or corner renectors to the target. Both de\·icc~
have the effect of focusing the reOected energy back
in the direction of the radar, thu! increasing the
reOected energy and, therefore, the effective RCS. A
typical RCS enhancement application would be tu
make the reOected signal from small. inexpensi\·e
target drones appear to be as large as from bomber
aircraft in air defense exercises. Such drones also
could be used to simulate aircraft in combat.

In dynamic measurements, the vehicle to be measured
is actually Oown past a calibrated instrumentation
radar. This metluxl provides the most realistic data
but only over limited aspect angles. It is also very
expensive, and special inertial instrumentation aboard
the aircraft may be necessary to provide accurate
vehicle allitude information. This would be needed to
relate the radar measurements to the angle at which
the aircrart was observed
In most cases, radar calibration is accomplished by
using a sphere of an appropriate size since this is one
of the few objects whose RCS value is known exactly.
The sphere may be placed on a pole, suspended from
towers, elevated by a balloon. or dropped from an
aircraft.
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